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Clay G

on
07/23/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I didn't want to spend too much on a pistol so I opted for this gun. I'm glad I did. This guy is fun to shoot and is very accurate. The trigger pull is long and smooth. I would buy this gun 10 times over. If I had the dough, I would buy one for the truck, the kitchen, the garage, the attic......you get the point. Great service from Buds as always. 











Taylor P

on
07/02/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a fantastic pistol. Ive had it for over a year and have put nearly 1000 rounds through it without one malfunction. Taurus makes a QUALITY gun at a UNBEATABLE price! And thanks to Buds for great service and fast shipping. 











Matt R

on
03/30/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










It is a decent gun at a decent price. I would recommend. 











Charles U

on
03/20/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love this gun!!! I have fired over 700 rounds through it with only one jam from cheap ammo. Buds is the best place online to get a gun. they are very helpful through the process 











Jeff P

on
01/01/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Have wanted this gun for as long as I can remember, the grip is great and it fits perfectly in my palm. Very reliable gun, but it hates Remington ammo then again which gun doesn't. Buds is great, got all 4 of my guns very fast with will little to no issues thanks BUDS!!! Very good first experience for a first time buyer online. Will buy from many many times again. 











Lawrence R

on
11/09/2011




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










Donot buy gun is junk at 15 to 20 yrds shoots low left and no more sight adjustment. Not buds falt. Thank you BUDS. PS will never buy taurus again. 











Steve M

on
10/31/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Yes I took it to the range today, one word "perfect". My first time to a range and I was hitting 5 out 10 shots in the center, and the rest just on the edge of the center. I am impressed with this gun. Can't wait to go back next week. Thanks Buds. 











Terrence C

on
10/26/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent handgun. I prefer this over my Glock! It feels great in my hand and is very comfortable to carry. Only thing I did was changed the sights now its extreemely accurate. VERY solid weapon. Great service from Buds. 











Steve M

on
10/26/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Well after ordering nine days ago, I finally got it. Don't know why it took so long but I am glad I received it. Looks good, and everything seems ok. Will check out the range on the weekend to see how it operates. Oh !! one good thing I was hoping, based off all the reviews I have seen is that they change from the Heinie Straight Eight to the Novak Three Dots. Thanks Buds!!! 











Ivan S

on
09/04/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was the first gun I bought and it delivers! Very nice grip and accuracy. Definitely recommend, whether you are a beginner or experienced shooter. 











Jason H

on
06/24/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Shipped fast. Ive shot over 500 through it already and only had 1 FTF, I do think that it was due to the ammo I was using that time. Easy to clean, fun to shoot. Not the best for conceled carry but can under a jacket in the colder months. Overall great gun. 











Erik G

on
06/05/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Good gun. Put 150 rounds of Remington UMC 115gr FMJ through it this morning. Just took it out of the box, gave it quick safety inspection and went right to it. Accurate with no FTEs or FTFs. I tried to duplicate problem someone else had with decocker or safety (tried decocker and over extending safety with each new magazine - 10 rounds each time so 15 times) but was unable to see problem. Next weekend I'll finish breaking it in with a few hundred rounds of Federal 115gr JHP and will report any problems. About Buds. Excellent service, nice store, great prices and some seriously beautiful women behind the counter. Better than Disneyworld. 











Steven K

on
06/02/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased this gun about 2 months ago. I have since put 100 rounds through it without a single problem (I wish I could have put more through it). It shoots like a dream. The well balanced recoil makes it so easy to realign the sights when firing rapidly. The gun also sits very well in the hand. At arm's length I don't feel any "pull" down from the weight of the slide and barrel. This gun has some very nice features. My favorite feature is the de-cocking lever. I love being able to carry it with a round in the chamber and ready to go with the flick of the safety. Another very nice feature is the "Taurus Security System". The lock, very conveniently located on the back right of the slide, makes it easy to lock and unlock for those times when you can't have it on you. It's also a very nice looking gun. The stainless slide gives it a bad-ass look in my opinion. The only "bad" thing I have noticed so far is that the mag release is very stiff at first and doesn't always drop the mag the first time, but it loosens up over time so don't freak out if you find this happening at first. Also, for the price you'd be hard pressed to find a gun as nice looking and as reliable. I would highly recommend this gun to anyone, but especially to those who are looking to buy a reliable gun on a budget. 











Evan D

on
05/18/2011




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










Maybe mine is a fluke, but even so its fault is a bad one. Let me begin by saying that I was raised with firearms, and have enjoyed the shooting sports throughout my entire life. Until I purchased this weapon, I had never encountered a gun which I considered unsafe to handle. The weapon that I received appeared to be of quality manufacture, and was shipped and transferred in a very reasonable time frame. However, upon taking the pistol to the range to try it out, I discovered that it could be discharged VIA THE DE-COCKER!!! Yes, the weapon fired, repeatedly I might add, by simply over-extending THE SAFETY!!! Taurus customer service was a joke, and the individual I spoke with knew nothing about firearms, nor did he/she seem interested in reporting the serious flaw discovered in the product I was sold. Trying to have the weapon repaired was such a pain that I finally gave up... I'm not paying shipping for something that wasn't my fault. Now I'm stuck with a dangerous piece of junk that anyone in their right mind wouldn't even think of selling in its current condition Maybe (hopefully) this is not the case with your pistol, if you decide to get one; if I were you, I would check it out. Bottom line: I was tempted by the price, I'm out a few hundred bucks, and I will NEVER buy from Taurus or its subsidiaries EVER AGAIN! My opinion: Buy something made in the U.S.A., by Americans; oddly, I never seem to have trouble with products meeting those two criteria. 











Brice G

on
05/18/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Anyway, I have put almost 1000 rounds through this gun and still shoots good as the first 100. I love it! It feels great in my hand and would definitly buy another. I had one jam because I purposly intended for it to jam when I held it like a girl, sorry ladies. I wanted to see if it would and it did so if your buying for the lady consider I have big hands and it fits great but may be too small for the lady and you wouldn't want it to jam because she didn't have a firm grip. I know lots of local gun dealers love this place and hate it at the same time, because everyone that knows about buds now can get great deals at about 20-40% savings. I've seen this gun being sold for $550.00 in gunshops. That's $175.00 profit Sorry to you local dealers hey you can still make money on the transfer fees. 











Nicholas D

on
05/14/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is the best firing 9mm I have fired by far. Bought myself one for christmas last year, I have put 5000+ rounds through it and it has yet to jam (only have had to rely on the single double action once). Deadly accurate, rather I shooting 1 shot at a time or sqeezing off all 17 in under 10 seconds (get a grouping about the size of an orange). Both my father and my brother are mad that they spent more (father S&W, brother Glock) and I have the better weapon. Bud's has excellent service, I orderded my gun on Thanksgiving night and was ready for pickup the following Wednesday. GREAT GUN, GREAT PRICE, GREAT SERVICE. 











Glen J

on
05/05/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great pistol and fun to shoot. and do beleave the last guy he did not clean it frist and this is the frist guy to every not give 5 stars on this gun can u beleave him i cant this is the best 9mm ever 40 cal or 45 al great guns he must be a glock lover i never shoot my glocks since i but this gun so you better get 1 while you still can the price just keeps going up on these babys 24/7 rocks 











Garret B

on
05/05/2011




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










for some reason this gun wasn't shipped with the other gun i ordered and it took an extra week to arrive. buds did overnight to me when they realized it hadn't been shipped so i appreciate that. i've shot about 200 rounds through it so far. it had a rough start with frequent jams and the spent casings discharging at my face. after about 100 rounds it got better. accuracy is fantastic. maybe after another 100 rounds all will be well but who knows. 











Kyle C

on
04/12/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun has been flawless. 400 rounds in 2 months and without a hiccup. highly recommended for anyone who may need to buy a gun on a budget. on a side note. its not really fair to this gun to be giving it bad ratings because buds was effected by a breach somewhere else. they weren't the only ones hit. giving the gun a bad rating doesnt solve anything and just takes credit away from a very affordable and capable pistol 











Jose T

on
04/06/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Well all I can say is for starters Bud's is my dealer for now on, and this one right here is bad boy. Highly recommended!!! 











April B

on
04/04/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great choice and great price for my first gun! Recieved it on Friday and put 100 rounds thru it that day. This gun is light and easy to shoot and fits in my hand nicely. 











Alhasan H

on
04/02/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










great gun shot 300 rounds at the range the other day and had no misfires or jams. so far Ive shot a total of 400 rounds its a great gun accurate, fast , durable and best of all easy to clean. ordered it Friday got it Tuesday so 3 business days. i am very satisfied this is my first hand gun and i believe i made a good choice because it has lots of safety features and other good attributes. I recommend this gun. 











Brice G

on
03/29/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is just a follow up review...I've taken this thing to the field and it is very acurate. I have shot over 700 rounds and not a problem. I wish I had of bought 2 of these. I'm glad I got at least one. This gun feels well balanced and not that big for a full sized auto pistol. The taurus holster made for the 24/7's works great, it has the push button release and perfect for this gun. One review stated that this gun will eat up ammo without you realizing because of the high capacity clips, they were right I think I am at about 750 rounds and I have had it for maybe 6 weeks. I target shoot once a week. 











Scott T

on
03/27/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A great buy and great Bud's service. I shot 250 rounds ... from 8 different brands of ammo through it last Friday, March 27, 2011. ALL ... fired excellently with no FTE or FTF. This Taurus 24-7 SS Ds is well worth it and Bud's has the best deals. A 5 STAR from me too. The Hornady TAP 147gr. JHP was best in accuracy. Good Shooting to you. 











Brett H

on
03/05/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Nice gun, Buds was great! Ordered on a Wed late, got it Fri afternoon! Put over 400 rounds of 6 types of ammo thru it and no problems. It takes everything from steel, and brick, to the good stuff, and fires well. A bit greasy out of the bag, but cleaned up nice, and works well. The slide release could be larger, and the take down pin is a bit hard to get out but everything is well made and fits right. I would love the ribber grips it came with before but these are nice to. My son puts 3 in groups all day with it, so it was a great purchase. Thanks BUDS! 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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